The expression and characterization of rat IgE produced by construction of the epsilon-heavy chain gene from exon modules.
A system of exon "modules" was produced from the functionally rearranged epsilon-heavy gene isolated from the rat IgE-secreting immunocytoma IR162. The five individual exons, encoding the variable and constant region domains, were isolated and subcloned into the multiple cloning site of a pair of plasmid vectors with opposed orientation multiple cloning sites. The use of opposed orientation multiple cloning sites and the flanking restriction enzyme sites contained therein allows for the modular manipulation of the gene. These exon modules were initially used to reconstruct the epsilon-heavy chain gene into the native configuration to demonstrate the efficacy of the modular system for synthesis of IgE. Upon transfection into the rat myeloma cell line Y3, the reconstructed gene produced a polypeptide that associated with the endogenous light chain polypeptide and was secreted from the cell as tetrameric IgE. All physical and functional characterizations indicate that the IgE molecule produced is indistinguishable from native IR162 IgE. This modular system of exons will facilitate the manipulation of IgE structure through the systematic assembly of different epsilon-heavy chain mutant constructions. The resulting novel IgE proteins will be very useful to study the molecular nature of the interaction of IgE with its Fc receptor.